A N A LY T I C S F O R V I S I O N Z E R O C I T I E S :

How Numetric is Unlocking Data
to Eliminate Traffic Deaths
As many cities struggle to integrate, analyze, and share
data to meet their Vision Zero commitments, Numetric is
teaming up with the Vision Zero Network to offer solutions
that speed up and improve the effectiveness of approaches
to eliminate traffic deaths.
THE PROBLEM: DIFFICULTY CONVERTING DATA INTO
THE MOST EFFECTIVE DECISIONS
The success of your Vision Zero approach is inextricably tied to your ability to draw
on multiple data types, facilitate consensus between diverse parties, and focus efforts
around solutions that will provide the biggest impact. Unfortunately, your city likely
struggles with all three — and this struggle starts with data. The most common
challenges include:

About Numetric
• A Traffic Safety Analytics Solutions
Provider founded by traffic safety
professionals
• Partnered with several state and
local agencies
• Committed to building a community of
traffic safety professionals focused on
becoming more data-driven

Solutions for Vision
Zero Cities
• Data standardization and integration
• High-injury network ranking app
• Resource allocation analysis app
• Crash query app
• Personalized stakeholder dashboards
• Public-facing websites

• Accessing and integrating data: In your city, critical data sets — think crash data,
traffic data, or asset data — are likely siloed in different organizations. Also, the data
sets are likely formatted differently from one another, so that integrating them all
becomes laborious or even impossible.
• Identifying critical factors: Screening your city’s entire road network for
segments with the highest rates of injury or death is a daunting process that can
take weeks or even months. Add to this the need to identify the system changes that
would make the biggest impact, and it can be simply too much for you to take on.
• Sharing data and reporting on results: Providing data to your diverse group of
city and community leaders to enable them to make the most data-driven decisions
possible is a full-time job. Then, after resource investments have been made,
performing a before-and-after comparison to determine the effectiveness of the
investment is often prohibitively difficult.
As a result, you experience frustration and difficulty prioritizing your city’s needs and
focusing your investments on those projects that will most quickly eliminate traffic
deaths and serious injuries. As long as the data is locked up in silos, your decisions will
be based on professional opinion and anecdotes, but lack the accuracy and certainty
that come with data — and your Vision Zero initiatives languish.

THE SOLUTION: ACCELERATING THE INTEGRATION,
ANALYSIS, AND SHARING OF DATA
Numetric — an official Vision Zero Network Supporter — directly addresses your
Vision Zero challenges by pulling in and integrating all of your relevant, available
data and then making it fast and easy for you to analyze all that data via a suite of
purpose-built traffic safety apps.
Data Expertise
Our team of data scientists specializes in standardizing and combining diverse data
types — full-text, attribute, spatial, relational, etc. — and then making them easy to
search and visualize via natural language. Our experts also perform regular QA/QC
on the data, so you can always trust the results of your analysis.

Suite of Purpose-Built Applications
Our suite of apps allows you to perform high-injury network ranking, resource
allocation analysis, or crash queries and then share customized dashboards and
reports with your stakeholders — in just seconds.

PLATFORM & APPLICATION SUITE
Unlike other analytics solutions, Numetric’s suite of applications was built for
the specific purpose of accelerating traffic safety efforts and saving lives on our
roadways. They enable you to act more quickly, decisively, and accurately to
eliminate roadway fatalities.
Traffic Safety Analytics Platform
Pull all data types from various systems into one place where data can be
completed, formatted for consistency, joined with other datasets, and translated
into intuitive natural language. Having gathered together and standardized all
your data, the platform sets a much-needed baseline for your organization and
then continues to enforce consistency and correct errors as new data comes in.
High-injury Network Ranking
Quickly rank your city’s road segments by crashes, fatalities, crash ratio, or
crash rate. Filter by a specific route or intersection, custom geographic areas,
recommended countermeasure, crash attribute, or other data points. When you’re
done, instantly generate a high-injury network screening report as a PDF to share
with your stakeholders.
Resource Allocation
Identify your most dangerous road segments and intersections, as well as the
treatments that will eliminate the most crashes at those locations. Compare
the benefits of each treatment to those of other projects for smarter prioritization.
Then instantly generate a report as a PDF to convey your findings to
your stakeholders.
Crash Query
Accelerate answers to critical crash-related questions as you explore your data —
crash-, vehicle-, or occupant-level — in a GIS interface with the ease of a Google
search. Pinpoint the root causes of crashes and identify the best countermeasures
to neutralize these threats. When you’re finished, generate a PDF crash report or
year-over-year comparison report with one click.
Workbooks
Give key stakeholders at the city or community level the ability to explore the
data themselves with cloud-based, personalized dashboards that can be shared
with a link.
Website
Make your Vision Zero progress transparent to your citizens via a configurable,
public-facing website that provides dynamic, interactive graphs and charts
to site visitors.

THE BENEFITS
Becoming data-driven with Numetric strengthens every component of your
city’s efforts to reach its Vision Zero commitment. It enables you to inform and
empower your multidisciplinary leadership, create a more effective action plan,
track performance, drive equity considerations, streamline cooperation and
collaboration, and take a more systems-based approach to your city’s
Vision Zero efforts.

Unlocking the power of
your data to save lives
With our off-the-shelf, configurable
Traffic Safety Analytics Platform
and our suite of purpose-built
applications, Numetric is dedicated
to empowering you to achieve
greater confidence and consensus
around resource investment
decisions and save more lives
on your roadways. To see how
we can empower you, request a
custom demo at numetric.com.

